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Aerial Edge Computing: Flying Attitude-aware
Collaboration for Multi-UAV

Jianwen Xu, Member, IEEE, Kaoru Ota, Member, IEEE, Mianxiong Dong, Member, IEEE

Abstract—With the continuous innovation in manufacturing, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have gradually become commodities
from just professional equipment. As a universal type, quadrotor UAV allows us to see its potential for applications in multiple fields.
Moreover, in the brand new field of aerial computing, UAVs have started to play a leading role in providing computing services to mobile
users. However, limited by the performance of onboard equipment, we often cannot rely on one UAV to complete complex computing
tasks. This paper first carries out a real-world case study and discovers the importance of flying attitude in applying quadcopter UAVs
to achieve aerial edge computing. Then in designing the collaboration algorithms, we apply Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) to realize
the independent operations of UAVs while assisting each other in accomplishing the common goals. In performance evaluation, we
compare the performance of our proposed solution with the existing methods. Finally, the results show that our MCTS-based algorithm
can implement efficient collaboration among UAVs while reducing energy consumption and time cost in providing AEC services.

Index Terms—Mobile Edge Computing, Aerial Computing, Multiple UAV Collaboration, Energy Efficiency, Monte Carlo Tree Search
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, quadcopter Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) and related technologies are gradually occu-

pying our field of vision. Thanks to the rapid innovation of
manufacturers such as DJI, from household (photographing,
video recording, etc.) to industry usages (monitoring, equip-
ment inspecting, etc.), we all can obtain reliable solutions
with controllable investment in manpower/resources. Fur-
thermore, in the area of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), the application of quadcopter UAVs is
also widely noticed in fulfilling the demands of coping with
obstacles as well as bringing breakthroughs.

Until now, after several years of development, we are
no longer satisfied with letting quadcopters only act as a
supporting role in ICT research. That is, we expect UAVs
to take on major roles such as flying service nodes provid-
ing distributed services to massive users within coverage.
Furthermore, here we name this UAV-based framework as
aerial edge computing (AEC).

As shown in Fig. 1, we use a typical three-tier struc-
ture to indicate the essential functions of AEC. First, for
Ground Tier at the bottom, not only individual users are
regarded as targets, but subnetworks, including Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN), smart home, Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT), are also considered. Second, for Aerial Tier
consisting chiefly of multiple UAVs, we make full use of
the high mobility to enhance the flexibility and reliability
of computing services being provided. Lastly, in the third
tier, UAVs will be remotely supported, including energy
management, backhaul data storage, and global monitoring
to avoid the occurrence of local faults from affecting the
overall structure. Moreover, to realize this AEC framework,
we have to face two challenges in the technical aspect.
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Fig. 1. Vision of aerial edge computing

The first one, in a real-world case, miniature quadcopter
UAVs are still mainly powered by lithium-ion batteries.
Even after ignoring the minor issue of charging time, it
is difficult for UAVs to complete long-term independent
operations without a continuous and stable power supply.
In fact, this bottleneck is not just in the area of quadcopter
UAVs. While using electric vehicles (EVs) and bicycles, we
always have to deal with the trade-off between battery
volume and usability (overall weight, driving distance on
a single charge, battery lifetime, etc.) [1]. Then for UAVs
taking off and leaving the ground, the shortcomings of
battery power supply are magnified. We take the latest
enterprise product of DJI, Matrice 300 RTK, as an example.
Although with a 5000 mAh lithium-ion battery, M300 RTK
can fly for no more than one hour after charging for one
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hour. Once the power is low, we may have to interrupt the
service.

The second one comes from the limited workability of a
single quadcopter UAV. This not only refers to the payload,
which accounts for how many devices can be carried but
also the maximum coverage. High mobility is the most
considerable advantage of UAVs, but we can not expect
a single UAV to expand service coverage by constantly
moving. Especially for cases such as a given UAV receiving
a new user request while performing a computing task, in
order not to affect the processing of the current task, our
solution usually can only be re-allocation of the request to a
newly dispatched UAV.

Facing these obstacles above, we come up with the idea
of cooperation. In our idea, if one UAV can not work for
enough time to finish given tasks, why not assign more
UAVs to help each other. We consider three main aspects
in enabling the job division. The first one is timely com-
munications among UAVs. This aspect is the basis of UAV
cooperation. That is, UAVs interact with each other as a
prerequisite for initiating cooperation. Based on the first
aspect, secondly, we aim to minimize the time and energy
cost of unnecessary UAV movements. This will be the main
challenge in this research. The third and most essential
aspect is the form of cooperation itself. Compared to the
dispatching of multiple UAVs in performing given tasks,
the cooperation we are going to achieve comes up with a
teamwork level. Namely, UAVs in the mission are able to
independently undertake tasks while helping each other in
complicated jobs. Our objective is to explore the possibility
of making individual UAVs realize effective teamwork.

In existing research, this topic already appears in the
area of the ground robot. With limited mobility and range
of perception, robots always have to cooperate to complete
tasks such as inspections of facilities and search & rescue
in hazardous environments. Then UAVs, which can be re-
garded as flying robots, from our point of view, can fill
the gap in a similar way. Moreover, there also exist extra
differences compared with research on ground robots. For
instance, UAVs are able to overcome potential difficulties
from terrain factors. In the urban area, which is plain with
buildings that may obstruct communication itself, UAVs
have flexible responses due to their mobility [2]. In addition,
for quadcopter UAVs in flight, it is also different from
ground robots in the measurement of motion trajectory and
energy consumption. Here we use flying attitude to indicate
the movements of UAVs. Moreover, we aim to get a more
detailed grasp of the real-time energy consumption value of
any given UAV when it is scheduled to complete a flight
mission.

Back to the problem in AEC, quadcopter UAVs have
a specific energy consumption model. To refine the cost
calculation, we need to start with the force analysis of
quadcopters in flying. Moreover, this flying attitude-aware
collaboration strategy requires an independent operational
capacity of quadcopter UAVs. That is, each UAV involved
can make decisions on sending/receiving messages from
nearby ones as well as changing fly status while considering
limited battery power. In this paper, we design solutions
based on Monte Carlo Tree Search to simulate finishing tasks
by UAV collaboration.

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a decision-making al-
gorithm widely applied in designing software programs for
board games playing such as Go, chess, etc. MCTS possesses
good flexibility and universality in accomplishing multi-
state multi-branch selection processes. As a result, each
UAV here will act individually as one player making self-
decision according to the current state (position, left power,
etc.). Existing solutions in virtue of ground terminals [3]
or base stations [4] still rely on the centralized networks
monitoring and controlling UAVs’ movements. And in this
paper, we try to let UAVs share more roles than devices
under remote control. We consider that in the era of 5G and
beyond, quadcopter UAVs have the capacity to participate
in cooperation as individuals.

In summary, to solve the problem in multiple quad-
copter UAV collaborative AEC, we apply MCTS in design-
ing heuristic methods. Moreover, we consider the channel
characteristics, including path loss and weighted sum rate,
to evaluate the performance of the UAV-assisted wireless
network being built. Compared with prior works, the nov-
elty and advantages of this paper are as follows.

• We model the multiple UAVs system based on the
flying attitudes of the quadcopter. Consequently, it is
able to calculate and evaluate the real-time consump-
tion of both time and energy given a fixed number of
UAVs;

• On the basis of our proposed AEC platform, we de-
sign cooperation algorithms using Monte Carlo Tree
Search to allocate UAVs in searching and providing
services to users on the ground;

• In the performance evaluation part, we simulate the
process of multiple UAVs covering the given area
and estimate the channel characteristics of the edge
network being built.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 lists the related studies on UAV technology, multiple
individuals cooperation in robotics. Section 3 models the
multiple UAVs system and formulates the problem to solve.
Section 4 designs algorithms for multiple UAV cooperation
in providing aerial edge computing services based on Monte
Carlo Tree Search. Section 5 evaluates the performance of
the proposed multiple UAV system while considering the
energy cost of UAV flying as well as channel characteristics
in wireless communications and mobile computing. Section
6 summarizes this work.

2 RELATED WORK

The development of industrial manufacturing is self-evident
in the advancement of scientific research. Miniature quadro-
tor, or we used to refer to all drones as a whole, is one of
the most eye-catching categories. Today, quadcopter UAV
already has the attribute of an aerial mobile development
platform. In the area of UAV-assisted mobile computing, the
existing researches mainly focus on topics such as UAVs as
auxiliary equipment to expand the communication range.
Yang et al. studied the energy consumption in terminals
on the ground and UAVs and came up with the idea of
UAV trajectory adjustment in solving the trade-off brought
by fight propulsion [5]. Wu et al. optimized power control
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in transmitting by jointly designing UAV trajectories and
multiple-user wireless communications [6]. Dong et al. de-
signed a UAV-based data gathering platform to improve the
process of data collecting and processing in wireless sensor
networks [7]. Sun et al. also paid attention to trajectory
design in UAV-based systems. They put forward the idea
of introducing solar harvesting as the energy source [8]. Li
et al. regarded UAVs as the vital point in achieving low-
cost information-centric Internet of Things [9]. Shakeri et al.
surveyed the challenges of multiple UAV systems, which
include the coverage problem, trajectory planning, and
vision-based applications [10]. Nasir et al. employed non-
orthogonal multiaccess (NOMA) in multiple user systems
supported by UAVs as flying base stations [11]. Huang et al.
focused on the spectrum sharing problem among UAVs and
ground infrastructure [12].

In recent years, UAV technology also has been playing
an important role as technical support. Zeng et al. summa-
rized the fundamentals of UAV communications for next-
generation wireless systems, including models of the chan-
nel, antenna, power consumption, performance metrics,
etc [13]. Li et al. integrated current research topics, including
software-defined networking (SDN) and virtual network
management with radio access network [14] [15]. Ullah et
al. surveyed the potential research issues in 5G-based UAV
applications with deep reinforcement learning and cognitive
channel modeling [16]. Nomikos et al. designed a mobile
radio access network architecture for massive users by
integrating ultra-dense networking, network virtualization
as well as multiaccess edge computing [17]. Zhang et al.
explored the possibilities for applying deep Q-learning in
resource management in 5G networks [18]. Bithas et al. fo-
cused on the problem of shadowing environment caused by
line-of-sight (LoS) propagation in UAV-enabled 5G commu-
nications. They designed a new channel model considering
the influence of mobility and shadowing [19].

Furthermore, for the cooperation of multiple individu-
als, there also exist many instances in the area of ground
robotics. Best et al. first applied MCTS in deciding when to
communicate with other robots in teamwork. They divided
the procedure into three steps each robot needs to repeat,
planning, deciding, and communicating [20] [21], which
greatly inspired the research ideas of this paper. Sahin et
al. chose Counting Temporal Logic (CTL) as a solution
in the expression of task specifications in multiple robots
research [22]. Fung et al. designed algorithms for collecting
information in a brand new environment. In this way, robots
can decrease mutual interference at work [23]. Alonso-Mora
et al. focused on the robot navigation facing obstacles, both
static and dynamic, while each robot needs to share the
visual module together [24]. Rizk et al. surveyed the recent
research on heterogeneous multiple agent systems enabled
by ground robots. Although we still require manpower in
assigning a complicated task, under the unstoppable trend
of intelligent automation, the necessity for human interven-
tion is constantly decreasing [25].

In summary, existing research on both quadcopter UAV-
assisted mobile computing and multiple robots cooperation
has got into nearly all aspects. However, there are still few
studies noticing the subject of multiple individual cooper-
ation on UAVs, which, from our point of view, will be an
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Fig. 2. Job division in multiple UAVs based AEC

essential research direction in the near future.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the problems to solve and
build the mathematical model for our proposed multiple
quadcopter UAVs-based system.

3.1 Motivation
In the research of applying quadcopter UAVs in wireless
communications and mobile computing, facing large-scale
and complicated environments, when a single UAV can
not meet our requirements, it is imperative to design a
system based on multiple UAVs. Then in our assumption,
the following scenario appears. Here we use a case study to
introduce our motivation for this research.

While we are adopting UAVs in providing AEC services
to multiple users within a relatively large area, an unavoid-
able problem to solve is the job division. We assume that
UAVs will start by taking off and then head to the work
area. After then, UAVs are in patrol mode to collect user
requests within their signal coverage. At this time, to let
UAVs play their roles without interfering with each other,
we used to make a plan in advance to assign each UAV to a
specific area.

As shown in Fig. 2, we give two examples of job division
among multiple UAVs. Here we model the work area as cells
(6*6). Three UAVs will work together to patrol all the cells.
Fig. 2a is a common approach to cutting into three sub-areas.
To make sure each UAV is equal in workload as much as
possible, we consider the moving distance from the take-off
station. However, this approach may still cause unnecessary
waste. During the movement to assigned sub-areas, UAV 2
and UAV 3 in Fig. 2a have to come across the UAV 1’s red
part. Since for patrol mode, UAV 2 or UAV 3 may encounter
the case that user requests in UAV 1’s assigned area being
received.
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TABLE 1
Notations

Notation Description
ui, nu, n̂u UAV node, number of UAVs, and number of UAVs in mission
nreq Number of requests in the current cell
kP ,ΛP Number of currencies, and expected value of nreq in Poisson distribution
kE ,ΛE Shape and rate parameters in Erlang distribution

tserv , tfly , ttotal Time costs on UAVs hovering for service, flying, and in total
Wtotal Total energy consumption generated by UAV motors
Tr, ωr Torque and angular velocity of UAV motors
Im, ω̇r Moment of inertia and derivate of ωr respect to t
ct, cl, ce Torque coefficient and lift coefficient in UAV force analysis, and exploration constant in UCT
ρ, c Density of air, and speed of light
b, S,R Width and area of motor blade, and radius of UAV propeller
~F l
r Lift force at vertical direction of propeller plane generated by UAV motors

~F p
r ,

~F l′
r Push force and lift force on z axis generated by UAV motors

mtotal,mr, g Total mass and shared part by motor r of UAV body with payload, and gravitational acceleration
θ, φ Angle of tilt and elevation

PlLoS , P lNLoS , P lf , P l
a2g Line-of-sight (LoS), non-line-of-sight (NLoS), free space and air-to-ground path losses

ηLoS , ηNLoS Path loss exponents of LoS and NLoS
χLoS
0 , χNLoS

0 Gaussian random variables of LoS and NLoS
dreqi ,∆hreqi Distance and height difference between ui and users

df , λ Free space reference distance, and radio frequency
α, β Parameters in Sigmmoid function

pLoS , pNLoS Probability of LoS and NLoS
Preq
i , P tran, σ2 Transmission power of ui, receive power of device sending request, and power of Gaussian noise

Then to deal with the situation in Fig. 2a, we also design
a second approach to assigning UAVs. Fig. 2b gives an ideal
example in which three UAVs can achieve non-overlapping
job division. As a result, the problem in this case study
becomes how to divide the workload in a given work area
into multiple UAVs, just like Fig. 2b. There exist three factors
that may increase the difficulty in making a decision on an
assignment. First, work areas in AEC may not all be regular
graphs like the ones shown in Fig. 2. Even the example in
Fig. 2b can not be easily re-applied when the number of
cells changes. Second, since our research is to design and
provide AEC services to users in cells, the mission of UAVs
also includes the task processing from user requests. In a
word, the same number of cells is usually not equal to the
same workload. Third, we also have to consider the power
management in multiple UAVs assignment.

Especially for the third factor, the energy consumption
of quadcopter UAVs in different flying attitudes (hover,
move, accelerate, etc.) should change significantly. Since the
battery power of UAVs is limited in AEC, how to reduce
unnecessary energy consumption will be the top priority of
our research. Moreover, to verify this assumption, we design
a preliminary experiment using DJI M210 RTK V2.

As shown in Fig. 3, we compare the PWM (Pulse Width
Modulation) outputs of UAVs in different flying attitudes
(hovering, ascending, forwarding, and turning). PWM out-
put is positively correlated with the rotation velocity of
the motor. The unit here is a percentage (duty cycle). For
instance, 80% duty cycle refers to the case that in 4/5 of
the time, voltage is applied to the motor. The order of four
motors is given in 3a. We unify the x-axis and y-axis to
facilitate comparison and add sketches of corresponding

flying attitudes and photographs.
From Fig. 3b we first can mention that the results of the

four motors are not the same, and motor 3 is always higher
than the other motors. The reason is that we concentrate all
the wiring on the position of the UAV body close to motor
3. As a result, the flight controller adjusts the actual speed
of each motor to ensure the longitudinal force balance.

Next, for the comparison of PWM outputs in Fig. 3b to
3h, we can obtain that: First, there exist significant differ-
ences among the rotation velocities of motors in different
flying attitudes, which means that the energy consumption
also dramatically changes. Second, compared to hovering
and forwarding in uniform velocity, acceleration operations
cost more energy. Third, we also notice that the gaps among
the four motors have shown some variation. Even the orders
of four motors in value are reset. We consider this situation
an essential issue in this research and will analyze it in the
following chapters to reach a reasonable explanation.

Back to the problem in providing AEC services, in order
to maximize the usage of a given number of UAVs in
finishing computing tasks, what we need is not only the job
division for multiple UAVs but also the teamwork ability.
That is, quadcopter UAVs are preferred to work as partners.
Thus, multiple UAVs can cooperate in solving user requests
within the work area.

Fig. 4 gives an example of our idea on multiple quad-
copter UAVs cooperation. As shown in Fig. 4, facing this
task of collecting and coping with requests in cells, we
are going to send multiple UAVs to respond. Each UAV
will start from a take-off station to reach the corresponding
sub-area and fly around. We used to plan to let UAVs be
responsible for a specific area. However, in this way, several
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(a) Testing UAV (b) Hover (c) Ascend (uniform velocity) (d) Ascend (acceleration)

(e) Forward (uniform velocity) (f) Forward (acceleration) (g) Rotate (h) Revolve

Fig. 3. PWM outputs of quadcopter UAV motor in different flying attitudes
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Fig. 4. An example of multiple quadcopter UAVs cooperation

problems may appear to increase energy consumption and
reduce overall work efficiency, etc. For example, limited by
battery power, even if we can allocate the size of the area
for each UAV considering travel distance and the possible
performance difference among UAVs (load, configuration,
battery level, etc.), it is almost impossible to be fair and
reasonable in a prior decision.

Moreover, the UAVs themselves or the equipment on-
board are malfunctioning, or occasional requests from users
in the responsible area all can bring uncertainty related
to the success of the task and the overall stability of the
multiple UAV system. To sum up, in order to achieve the
goal of applying multiple UAVs to cover the given area,
we need UAVs to own the ability to adapt to changes. To
make them work together more efficiently, each UAV has
to participate as an independent individual. That is, each
one continuously interacts with others within the commu-
nication range to make clear the overall work progress in
real-time. Especially when the given area is not a regular
shape or even an unknown area, our multiple UAV systems
can respond with flexible and changeable strategies. And
for battery power as a bottleneck, after completing the
handover of the overall progress, charged newcomers can
seamlessly join in and continue to work.

3.2 System Overview

To fulfill the target elaborated in motivation, we will model
the multiple quadcopter UAV systems. Suppose we are
going to finish a task as shown in Fig. 4, {ui ∈ U |i =
1, 2, ...nu} are used to indicate the UAVs being assigned for
work. According to the demand of the task, we first send n̂u
UAVs. Until the task is finished, we need to keep n̂u in work.
That is, once a UAV ui in work has to return for charging,
we will send a full-charged one from the take-off station to
replace it. Moreover, wait is used to indicate the time cost
of providing service in one of the cells or flying towards the
target in the plan. ui may not make a new movement until
wait = 0.

Next, for the number of requests in a given cell, we
use the Poisson distribution to denote the probability mass
function.

Pr(nreq = kP ) =
ΛkPP · e−ΛP

kP !
(1)

where nreq stands for the number of requests from users
in the current cell. ΛP is the expect value of nreq . For the
service time of one request, we use Erlang distribution to
denote. Erlang distribution is a kind of probability distri-
bution. It is widely applied in indicating the time interval
between independent random events. Compared with the
exponential distribution, which is also used in describing
independent random events, Erlang can better fit the situa-
tion of real-world data. That is, Erlang is more suitable for
multiple serial processes when a memoryless property is not
significant. Then we have the probability density function
(PDF)

Pr(x, kE ,ΛE) =
ΛkEE · xkE−1 · e−ΛEx

(kE − 1)!
(2)

where positive integer kE and the positive real number ΛE
are the shape and rate of Erlang distribution, respectively.
Thus, we have the total service time of a given cell in which
there are nreq requests.
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tserv(nreq) = − 1

ΛE

nreq∑
i=1

ln

j=1∏
kE

Ui,j , Ui,j ∈ (0, 1] (3)

where Ui,j is a uniformly distributed random number [26].
As a result, we apply Erlang distribution in calculating the
time cost while UAVs are hovering and providing AEC
service to users.

In this research, both time and energy costs will be
considered as basic metrics in judging the performance
of finishing given tasks. First, for time cost, we focus on
multiple UAVs as a whole instead of counting the time of all
single ones. Besides the time tserv while UAVs are hovering,
we also need tfly as time cost on UAV flying to calculate
energy cost later.

Second, in this research, our motivation is to cope with
the issue brought by the relatively low continuous work ca-
pacity of individual UAVs. Because of limited battery power,
we come up with the idea of enabling the cooperation of
multiple UAVs. For the mobile users’ transmission energy, in
the proposed scenario, mobile users do not need to increase
the times of communications or continuous time in connec-
tions except for the original acquisition of the service. All
possible adjustments on time or energy cost in the method
itself are undertaken by the edge devices (UAVs). Moreover,
for energy consumption on UAV batteries, we focus on the
power source of the UAV motors, which accounts for the
vast majority and always stays in line with our motivation.
In fact, there exists a magnitude gap between the powers
of the two parts. For example, as the equipment we are
using, DJI Matrice 210 RTK V2 needs power ranging from
about 317 to 437 watts, while NVIDIA Jetson TX2 only needs
7.5 watts to run. However, although the proportion of UAV
transmission energy is too small to be concluded in a sepa-
rate comparison, we did not give up the consideration of the
energy consumption on transmission. Instead, we develop
a more intuitive metric in the performance evaluation, the
times of UAV communications are proportional to the UAV
transmission energy. We believe that this is a better way to
statistically compare the possible consumption of the entire
multi-UAV system.

Here, we use n̂u to indicate the number of UAVs as-
signed to patrol around the target area. Starting from t = 0,
n̂u UAVs departure from a take-off station to take charge of
the given area. In flight, each UAV will keep in touch with
each other to ensure a clear division of labor. Their common
goal is to complete all the tasks being collected during flight
as quickly as possible. As mentioned above, the energy cost
of flying is the main consideration in our research since once
any UAV only has enough battery power left to return to the
take-off station, it must return in time, and a newly charged
one will then join the mission as handover. Thus, next, we
calculate the energy consumption in flight [27]

Wtotal =

∫ ttotal

0

4∑
r=1

Tr(t) · ωr(t) dt (4)

Wtotal is the total energy consumed in motor-driven
systems. Since we focus on the type of quadcopter UAV,
r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} in Equation (4) refers to the four motors
of UAV. ttotal is the time cost on UAVs from taking off to

landing. That is, ttotal contains tserv and tfly . Tr(t) and ω(t)
are torque and angular velocity of motors, respectively. For
torque, we have

Tr = ct · ω2
r + Im · ω̇r (5)

where ct is the torque coefficient. Im stands for the moment
of inertia. ω̇r is the derivative of ωr with respect to t. While
the effect from ω̇r is considered small, we usually ignore this
term [28]. Then Equation (4) can be expressed as

Wtotal = ct

∫ ttotal

0

4∑
r=1

ωr(t)
3dt (6)

Once we know the ωr, we also can get the lift force
generated by the motor. First, we consider the situation in
which the UAV is hovering unmoved.

d|~F lr| =
1

2
cl · ρ · v2

r · dS

=
1

2
cl · ρ · (ωr ·R)2 · b · dR

(7)

where cl stands for the lift coefficient. ρ is the air density.
vr refers to the linear velocity of the propeller calculated by
angular velocity ωr and radius R. dS is the small area of the
motor blade calculated by radius dR and width of blade b.
Thus we obtain the lift force.

|~F lr| =
1

6
cl · ρ · ω2

r ·R3 · b (8)

As a result, to generate enough lift force for hovering
motionless, we need to ensure that [29]

4∑
r=1

|~F lr| = mtotal · g (9)

where mtotal is the total mass of the quadcopter UAV and
all the payload (avionics system, communication module,
etc.). g is the gravitational acceleration.

Next, we turn to the situation of the UAVs moving. For
quadcopter UAVs, the movement is achieved by tilting the
body to generate the push force. We use figures to give some
examples.

Fig. 5 gives an instance to build the relationship between
motor rotating and UAV moving. As shown in Fig. 5b, the
four motors/propellers (R/P1∼ R/P4) are at both sides of
the quadcopter UAV body. To fly forward, a quadcopter
UAV needs to change the angular velocity of the motors.
That is, to break the balance give in Equation (9), we just
increase ωr3 , ωr4 and decrease ωr1 , ωr2 . UAV body then may
tilt like Fig. 5b. We use θ to denote this angle of tilt, then we
have

~F lr = ~F pr + ~F l
′

r (10)

where ~F lr, r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} refers to the lift force at the vertical
direction of the propeller plane. ~F pr denotes the push force
generated by the angle of tilt on the x axis. Thus, after
summing up the lift forces from four motors, we have
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Fig. 5. The case of quadcopter UAV movement

F ptotal =
4∑
r=1

|~F pr | = mtotal · ac

F l
′

total =
4∑
r=1

|~F l
′

r | = mtotal · g
(11)

where ~F lr refers to the lift force generated by motor r. ac is
the acceleration of the UAV moving on the x − y plane. ac
with a negative value refers to the case of deceleration. ~F l

′

r

is the component on the z axis. Since we have

θ = atan(
|~F pr |
|~F l′r |

) (12)

Thus, we obtain the expression of |~F lr|

|~F lr| =
|~F l′r |
cosθ

=
mrg

cos[atan(
ac

g
)]

(13)

wheremr stands for the part of mass taken by motor r. With
Equation (7), we have the angular velocity of one motor r
(ωr) as

ωr =

√
6|~F lr|

clρR3 · b
=

√√√√ 6mr · g
clρR3b · cos[atan(

ac

g
)]

(14)

Together with Equation (6), we can obtain the total
energy cost of quadcopter UAV in flight respect to ttotal

Wtotal = ct

∫ ttotal

0

4∑
r=1

(

√√√√√ 6mr(t)g

clρR3b · cos[atan(
ac(t)

g
)]

)3dt

(15)

min ct

∫ ttotal

0

4∑
r=1

(

√√√√√ 6mr(t)g

clρR3b · cos[atan(
ac(t)

g
)]

)3dt

s.t.
4∑
r=1

mr = mtotal

(16)
where ct and cl are torque and lift coefficient, respectively. ρ
is air density. g is gravitational acceleration. R is the radius
of UAV propeller. b is the width of propeller blade. ac is
the acceleration of UAV moving on the x − y plane. Total
time after a given UAV taking off ttotal is given in Equation
(4). The order of motors r is given in Fig. 5a. The mass of
UAV with payload undertaken by motor r mr is given in
Equation (13).

Besides the energy consumption undertaken by UAV
batteries, we also consider time cost as a second optimiza-
tion problem in this research.

min ttotal = tfly(tvl dis) + tserv(nreq) (17)

where latency constraints of task processing in total ttotal

are given by two parts. The time cost of a UAV flying tfly at
speed refers to the travel distance between departure and
destination location. The rest part on UAV hovering for
service tserv refers to how long the user requests can be
solved.

After building the wireless network with multiple UAVs,
we also consider the transmission impediments in channels
of wireless communications to evaluate the performance of
our proposed multiple UAV system. The channel character-
istics we consider are path loss, signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR), and weighted sum rate (WSR) in multi-
user multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems
which are crucial in designing UAV based systems [30].

For the communications between UAVs in the air and
devices on the ground, namely air-to-ground communica-
tions, we consider both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) models of path loss [31].

PlLoSi = Plf + 10ηLoS · log10d
req
i + χLoS0

PlNLoSi = Plf + 10ηNLoS · log10d
req
i + χNLoS0

(18)

where η and χ stand for path loss exponent and Gaussian
random variable, respectively. dreqi is the distance between
ui and the position of the request. And for the free space
path loss Plf (df ) we have

Plf = 20 · log10(
4π · df · f

c
) (19)

where df is the free space reference distance. And f denotes
the frequency (Hz), and c denotes the speed of light.

dreqi � λ =
c

f
(20)
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λ denotes the signal wavelength. That is, da must be
large enough that the antennas are in the far-field of each
other [32]. Then we have the path loss of the air-to-ground
part,

Pla2g
i = pLoS · PlLoSi + pNLoS · PlNLoSi

=
PlLoSi

1 + α · e−β·(φ−α)
+
PlNLoSi · α · e−β·(φ−α)

1 + α · e−β·(φ−α)

(21)
where pLoS and pNLoS are probability of LoS and NLoS. α
and β are parameters in Sigmmoid function. And we have

pLoS + pNLoS = 1 (22)

φ is the elevation angle given by

φi = asin(
∆hreqi
dreqi

) (23)

where ∆hreqi and dreqi are height difference and distance
between UAVs and ground devices, respectively. Here we
apply uniform distribution in determining the positions of
devices sending out requests.

Then to calculate SINR, we need to obtain the power of
the incoming, the power of the other signals as interference
in the network, as well as noise term. First, we have the
received power of the device sending out a request to UAV
ui [33]

Preqi =
P tran

100.1Pla2g
i

(24)

where P tran denotes the transmission power. Next, to cal-
culate the interference power, since, for ui, any other signals
can be regarded as interfering sources; thus, we obtain the
SINR.

SINRa2g
i =

P

I +N
=

Preqj
nreq∑
k

Preqk,k 6=j + σ2
g

(25)

where σ2
g is the power of Gaussian noise. At last, we also can

estimate the weighted sum rate of communications between
UAVs in the air and users on the ground.

WSRa2g
i =

nreq∑
j

log2(1 + SINRa2g
i )

=

nreq∑
j

log2(1 +
Preqj

nreq∑
k

Preqk,k 6=j + σ2
g

)
(26)

4 ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this section, we are going to design the algorithms to
solve the problem formulated in Section 3.

We assume that in a given area, there exist nC cells. n̂u
quadcopter UAVs are sent out to fly across the whole area.
For each cell, there exist nreq requests to be coped with by
n̂u UAVs. And we are going to design algorithms based
on Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) in setting UAVs as
individual players in playing a collaborative game.

In MCTS, the basic principle is repeating a four-step
(Selection, expansion, simulation, and back-propagation)
rollout process in searching for optimal solutions, which
is widely used in playing board games such as chess and
Go. However, there exist some differences between existing
MCTS and our design. First, the number of players is not
fixed. In other words, our approach has to satisfy the case
of multiple players, which are quadcopter UAVs in AEC.
Second, the terminal condition in our approach is different
from the existing ones. That is, rather than win or lose for
each player, what we pursue is the result that all cells being
reversed. Third, for the reward after any rollout, we also
have to design a dedicated reward function to make sure
we can accomplish the set goal.

We divide the algorithm design into three parts. First,
Algorithm 1 is responsible for finding out all the options
available in the current rollout.

Algorithm 1 PACR: Possible Actions in Current Rollout
Require: ui.Cell(τ)
Ensure: ui.Cell(τ).PossActs

1: for i← 1 to length(ui.Cell(τ).neighbor) do
2: if ui.Cell(τ).neighbor[i].visited = 0 then
3: ui.Cell(τ).PossActs.add(ui.Cell(τ).neighbor[i]);
4: end if
5: end for
6: if ui.Cell(τ).PossActs = ø then
7: find the nearest cell whose visited = 0;
8: end if

As shown in Algorithm 1, in current τ , to choose the
next destination to approach, the preferred options are the
neighbors of current cellCurrCell. visited denotes whether
a cell is visited by any UAV or not. An exceptional case exists
(Line 6,7) while all neighbors are already visited by other
UAVs. At this time, ui can add the nearest non-neighbor
cell as a supplement. Since the number of neighbors is an
integer between 1 and 6, the time complexity of Algorithm
1 is O(1).

To solve the main difficulty in balancing between ex-
ploitation and exporation [34], we follow the Upper Con-
fidence Bound 1 applied to Trees (UCT) [35] while adding
our modification to fit into the application scenario here. For
the criterion of taking actions between deep excavation into
movements with known considerable average reward (ex-
ploitation) and a brand new attempt at unknown territory
(exploration), we have

UCT (ChdCell, Cell) =
Rwd(ChdCell)

Num(ChdCell)

+2ce ·

√
2ln(Num(Cell))

Num(ChdCell)
(27)

Equation (27) gives our UCT expression, where Num()
denotes the number of Cell/ChdCell. And we have
the child of current cell ChdCell.parent = Cell. ce
refers to the exploration constant [36]. Rwd(ChdCell) \
Num(ChdCell) ∈ [0, 1]. The reward function Rwd() is
given in Line 4-10 in Fig. 6. Here we consider two cases
of reward being obtained in the recursive loop. First, once
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there exist request(s) at the position of current ChdCell
(nreq > 0), a full reward will be added, which is the same
as a win in traditional MCTS. Second, although there may
exist no request at the current ChdCell, it still can earn a
reward by the proportion of unvisited neighbors (Line 7-9).
However, only when all the neighbors are not visited at this
time-slot (τ ) can ChdCell get the same full reward as the
first case.

Second, we design a collaborative MCTS for multiple
UAV-based AEC.

Fig. 6 gives the four steps of our collaborative MCTS.
We assume that there are three UAVs (U 1, U 2, and
U 3) in the mission. First for Selection step in Fig. 6, our
collaborative MCTS starts from U 1. The fractions refer to
the reward being obtained in rollouts. The denominators are
the numbers of neighbors when a given UAV is visiting the
current cell. According to the example shown in Fig. 2 and
4, the maximum is 6. However, once the current cell is at the
edge of the work area, the denominator will be less than 6.

Similarly, the numerators are unvisited neighbors. In this
way, UAVs are encouraged to explore the area with less-
visited cells. Moreover, we are deliberately making efforts
to avoid the overlapping of the areas where UAVs are re-
sponsible. Second, for the Expansion step, we choose a child
node of the current node. This node is one of the possible
movements of U 1 after U 3. Third, for the Simulation
step, we simulate the process of rollout until the terminal
condition is reached (all cells being reversed). Lastly, in the
Back-propagation step, we add the reward of rollout result
to each of the ancestors.

Next we will design a multiple UAV cooperation algo-
rithm based on Algorithm 1 and Fig. 6.

Algorithm 2 gives our main design on cooperated mul-
tiple UAVs communications (MUCA). According to metrics
defined in Table 1, in MUCA, we also pay attention to time
and energy consumption in UAV communication. At τ , first
we check if the current ui is busy (wait > 0) or not as
shown in Line 3. Once ui is not in service or flight, we need
the state of ui while making a decision at τ . And we obtain
that the initial velocity (vstart) of the child cell equals the
final velocity (vend) of the current cell (Line 5).

Next, from Line 6 to 9, we judge if the child cell can
be selected as the next step by calculating whether the
remaining battery power is enough for ui to return to the
take-off station from the position of the child cell. Once
the power is enough, we sum up the time cost as wait.
Two parts come from UAV moving (Line 8) and service
providing (Line 10∼12). Once ui’s battery can not afford the
trip from Cell, ChdCell to the take-off station, the current
UAV then enters return mode, and a full-charged one will
take place (Line 18 and 19). Lastly, as the most critical part
of achieving cooperation among multiple quadcopter UAVs,
in our design, if ui makes a decision on the next movement,
the other uj , j 6= i can receive a message from ui about the
update in each other’s map. Moreover, to avoid extra costs
on communications among UAVs, we only consider one-
time forwarding. If uj is not in the communication range of
ui, it has to wait until they are nearby. In consideration of the
worst case, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n̂unM ).
nM refers to the maximum number of MCTS iterations [37].

Algorithm 2 MUCA: Multiple UAVs Cooperation Algo-
rithm
Require: ui, i← 1, 2...n̂u
Ensure: ∀Cell ∈ map, Cell.visited 6= 0

1: procedure LOOP (τ ← τ + 1)
2: for i = 1 to n̂u do
3: if ui.wait = 0 then
4: ui.ChdCell(τ)← CoopMCTS(ui.Cell(τ));
5: ui.ChdCell(τ).vstart ← ui.Cell(τ).vend
6: if ui.LeftBat ≥
EnergyCst(ui.ChdCell(τ), ui.Cell(τ)) +
EnergyCst(TakeoffSta, ui.Cell(τ)) then

7: ui.LeftBat ← ui.LeftBat −
EnergyCst(ui.ChdCell(τ), ui.Cell(τ));

8: ui.wait ←
TimeCst(ui.ChdCell(τ), ui.Cell(τ));

9: Calculate ui.ChdCell(τ).vend from
TimeCst()

10: if ui.ChdCell(τ), nreq > 0 then
11: ui.wait ← ui.wait +

TimeServ(ui.ChdCell(τ));
12: end if
13: Record Pos at ui.map
14: if any other uj , j 6= i witnin the comm

range of ui then
15: Record ui.ChdCell(τ).Pos at uj .map;
16: end if
17: else
18: ui.LeftBat← FullCharge;
19: ui.Cell(τ).Pos← TakeoffSta;
20: end if
21: else
22: ui.wait← ui.wait− 1;
23: end if
24: end for
25: end procedure

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we carry out simulations on our pro-
posed cooperated multiple UAVs communications algo-
rithm (MUCA) and evaluate the performance in finishing
tasks with different numbers of quadcopter UAVs.

In the simulation, we assume that the free space is
divided into hexagonal cells equal in size. All quadcopter
UAVs departure from the take-off station to cope with
unknown requests from uses on the ground. For multiple
UAVs, they need to complete two tasks, searching and
collecting requests while patrolling within the free space,
then satisfy all the requests together. We repeat this whole
process in several rounds. As the common goal and the end
conditions of one round experiment, multiple UAVs will
continue flying across all the cells to receive and process
requests from users. Table 2 gives the constant experimental
settings.

As shown in Table 2, we give the parameter values being
used in this research. First, for the quadcopter UAV body,
including the size of the propeller blade, mass, velocity, and
acceleration/deceleration, we refer to the specifications of
DJI Matrice 210 RTK V2 [38]. In deciding the frequency
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Fig. 6. An example of multiple quadcopter UAVs cooperation

TABLE 2
Experimental settings

Parameter Value
Radius/width of propeller blade 21.5/2.5 cm

Total mass of UAV with full payload 6.14 kg
Maximum velocity of UAV 61.2 km/h

Acceleration/Deceleration of UAV 3/-2 m/s2

Free space reference distance df 5 m
Flying height of UAVs 200 m

Frequency (FR1) f 4.9 GHz
Power of Gaussian noise -100 dBm

Power of transmission 33 dBm
Torque coefficient ct 1.14 × 10−7 N ·m · s2

Lift coeffieicnt cl 1.7
Density of air ρ 1.225 kg/m3

Path loss exponent ηLoS , ηNLoS 2, 2.5
Gaussian random variable χLoS

0 , χNLoS
0 5, 20 dB

Parameters in Sigmmoid function α, β 12, 0.135
Exploration parameter ce

√
2

and transmission power, we refer to the configurations of
Standard C Band devices. For the coefficients of torque
and lift, we refer from [28] and [39]. The density of air is
at 101.325 kPa (abs) and 15 ◦C . We refer from [31] [32]
and choose path loss exponent and parameters in Sigmoid
function. We set n̂u from 3 to 5, a number of cells from 25
(5×5) to 225 (15×15), and repeat ten rounds for each group.
The side length of the hexagonal cell is 200 m. We compare
the results of our solutions with three existing methods.

As shown in Fig. 7, we separately draw line charts and
bar charts to display the results of energy consumption
and time cost. RSU stands for a baseline method. That is,
after finding out all the possible actions in Algorithm 1,
a next step is randomly selected from PossActs. BFS is a
conventional algorithm widely applied in networking and

communication problems. BFS shows considerate efficiency
in dealing with finite data structures. TAMCTS is based
on a single-player MCTS method in [40]. TAMCTS prefers
the average immediate cost in deciding the UCT function
and shows superior performance in the task assignment of
multiaccess edge computing.

First, we discuss the energy results of the four meth-
ods. Here we consider the two parts of main consumption
when multiple quadcopter UAVs are traveling and hovering
for service. In Fig. 7a, RSU consumes the most energy in
general. Especially when the number of cells increases, the
gap becomes larger and larger. TAMCTS costs about 10
% more than our method. BFS shows good performance
in the energy of UAV traveling. Besides, in Fig. 7b, we
also consider the situation when UAVs are hovering and
providing AEC services to users in cells. Our method is
better in terms of value and stability. And in Fig. 7c, we add
up the two parts and obtain the total energy undertaken by
batteries.

Second, we evaluate the results of time cost in AEC. Here
we consider three parts of main consumption when multiple
quadcopter UAVs are in different flying attitudes. From Fig.
7d and 7e, we can know that most of the time is spent on
flying at uniform motion. Together with the results of UAV
hovering, we can figure out that our method can achieve
the reduction of both energy and time in providing AEC
services to ground users.

Besides the main metrics, we also regard some supple-
mentary results to further confirm our evaluation. Fig. 8a
gives the times of communications among multiple quad-
copter UAVs. In Fig. 7, we mention that BFS shows consider-
able performance beyond expectation. However, what needs
to be paid is the extra many times’ information exchanges.
Moreover, we calculate the channel characteristics of the
edge network built by multiple UAVs. The average path
loss of air-to-ground communications is 141.23. SINR is 0.13.
WSR is given in Fig. 8b. We separately calculate the results
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(a) Energy (traveling) (b) Energy (hovering for service) (c) Energy (total)

(d) Time (flying at uni-motion) (e) Time (flying at acc-/dec-motion) (f) Time (hovering for service)

Fig. 7. Energy consumption and time cost of quadcopter UAVs

TABLE 3
Job division in Fig. 9

UAV No. Num. of cells Flying path
1 (red) 15 (1, 0)-.(2, 0)-.(3, 0)-.(4, 0)-.(5, 0)-.(6, 0)-.(7, 0)-.(7, 1)-.(7, 2)-.(7, 3)-.(7, 4)-.(7, 5)-.(7, 6)-.(7, 7)-.(2, 5)
2 (blue) 11 (0, 1)-.(0, 3)-.(0, 4)-.(0, 5)-.(0, 6)-.(0, 7)-.(2, 7)-.(3, 6)-.(3, 5)-.(3, 4)-.(2, 3)
3 (green) 13 (1, 1)-.(2, 1)-.(3, 1)-.(4, 1)-.(5, 2)-.(5, 1)-.(6, 1)-.(6, 2)-.(6, 3)-.(6, 4)-.(6, 5)-.(5, 6)-.(2, 4)
4 (yellow) 12 (0, 2)-.(1, 3)-.(1, 4)-.(1, 5)-.(1, 6)-.(1, 7)-.(2, 6)-.(3, 7)-.(4, 7)-.(5, 7)-.(6, 7)-.(6, 6)
5 (grey) 12 (1, 2)-.(2, 2)-.(3, 2)-.(3, 3)-.(4, 2)-.(5, 3)-.(4, 3)-.(5, 4)-.(5, 5)-.(4, 5)-.(4, 6)-.(4, 4)

with different numbers of UAVs. The variation shows that
WSR does not change significantly with the number of
UAVs working at the same time.

Lastly, we use an example to verify the utility of our
proposed algorithms in solving the job division problem
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 9 is a simulation result when there are
multiple quadcopter UAVs are assigned to patrol an 8×8
cells’ area. The details of the flying paths of five UAVs are
given in Table 3. The position of Task-off Station is (0, 0).
Then we can know that our proposed algorithms achieve the
job division as expected. There exist some special cases in
which some UAVs make long-distance movements without
hovering for service. However, these cases only happen
when most of the cells are already visited. For instance,
UAV 1 (flying paths in red hexagons) travels from (7, 7)
to (2, 5). The reason why choosing UAV 1 is that UAVs
in shorter distances to (2, 5) are all busy. After internal
communications among each other, the mission is finally
divided into UAV 1.

In summary, the comparison of multiple metrics shows
that our proposed CoopMCTS method can reduce energy

consumption on UAV batteries, especially in case of a
large workload. The results of times of communications
among UAVs also show the efficiency of CoopMCTS in
guaranteeing up-to-date task progress. In this way, multiple
quadcopter UAVs can perform independent operations in
achieving AEC.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the problem of reducing the
energy cost of onboard batteries in multiple UAVs coop-
erated aerial edge computing. We first model the energy
consumption based on the flying attitudes of the quadrotor
UAVs. In designing the collaborative strategy of UAVs, we
apply Monte Carlo Tree Search in achieving independent
operations of single UAVs while working together. In the
performance evaluation, the results show that our MCTS-
based method owns efficiency and stability while reducing
energy consumption and time cost.

In the future, our target is to advance the applications
of quadcopter UAV collaboration under complex environ-
ments in 5G and beyond networks. Our current research is
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(a) Times of UAV communications

(b) WSR (bps/Hz)

Fig. 8. Supplementary results

Take-off 

Station

UAV 1

UAV 3

UAV 4

UAV 5

UAV 2

Fig. 9. An example of multiple UAVs cooperation in AEC: hexagons in
different colors are flying paths of UAVs assigned in the current mission

still not paying attention to all the technical details that are
needed in real-world experiments, which is also an essential
topic in our next research phase.
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